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Appendix L 
 

Petitioner’s Constitutional Protected Interests 
(Facts Necessary to Understand Petitions) 

or as parts of the record that may be essential to understand the matters set forth in the petition 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Liberties of Constitutionally Protected Interests: 
 
Liberty under the Rule of Law. 

Liberty of Life and Love (The Laws of Principle and Practice). 

Liberty of Worship, Religion & Religious Beliefs or to have no Religion or Religious Beliefs.  

Liberty of Conscience (Personal Constitution as declared by legal notice or of private precinct). 

Liberty of thought, discussion and of choice in the matters life or the pursuit of happiness.    

Liberty of Choice in Association(s) or not to Associate.  

Liberty from F.E.A.R. (False Evidence Appearing Real) from governmental activity. 

Liberty to Contract 

Liberty of Labor free from Federal Income Taxes or but not all Federal “Revenue” laws 

Liberty of [Controlling Legal Principles] (“[CLP]”) 

Liberty from [A Complacent Policy of Indifference to Evil] (“[To LIVE as EVIL]”) 

Liberty within the [Commanding Heights] as a Liberty of Soul, Spirit & Mind for [LLP] 

Liberty to exist as “I AM” (The Lord, Thy God, Jesus Christ) aka “IN GOD WE TRUST” 

Note: Petitioner has averred this statement about liberty and law:  
 
“Plaintiff has a First Amendment free exercise right of religious beliefs; thereby (believes] 
in Taxology and [Taxism]; but conversely has a First Amendment Establishment right not 
to practice, partake or advance these established religions. Plaintiffs [conscience] dictates: 
I am an architect of my [LLP]. I know what is to come by the principle on which it is built. 
Freedom is the light of all sentient beings with the right to exist as I Am, not as any person.” 
[OVC/Petition] at ¶ 34. & Notice Pleadings, Doc. No. 28 at ¶ 12 & Doc. No. 44 at ¶¶ 98, 99. 
 
Note: Inherently, my own son, Jeff, gave me a unique list of our religious beliefs, of his own free 
will, and that list concerns his correlation with the events of our time involving Case # 4:17 -cv-. 
I found this list insightful and interesting, see the topics and the leading file #, attached hereto. 
 
See germane “filings” entered into the Court’s Pacer system for the support of this document. 
 
See Clerk of Court Office, Eastern District of Missouri stored in paper form for such Exhibits 
 


